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Reliant’s “Power on the Go” Plan
Keeps Texans Connected Wherever They Are
—Cut the Cord with Unique Offering of Portable Power, Fixed Rate
and Peace of Mind—
HOUSTON, TX – March 21, 2016 – For more than a decade, Reliant has offered plans and
services as unique as Texas. In continuing the Texan spirit of independence, the new Reliant
Power on the Go plan brings customers a fixed-rate plan for home electricity, plus a
portable power component via a free solar charging kit. The plan is designed to give Texans
a convenient way to power small electronic devices when they’re away from outlets.
The complimentary $400-value portable solar kit includes a lightweight power pack with
5200mAh battery, durable 13-watt foldable solar panel and power inverter to keep tablets,
phones and most laptops powered anytime, anywhere. The power pack’s capacity is enough
to charge a phone full up to five times. Customers also receive the benefit of 24/7 customer
service and support online or by phone, access to energy-savings tools and more.
“Texans lead very unique lives, but one thing we have in common is that we are busy at
home, at work and on the go, and that’s why Reliant’s promise is to keep our customers
powered wherever they are,” said Elizabeth Killinger, president of NRG Retail and Reliant.
“The new Reliant Power on the Go plan is our latest step toward providing options that fit
our customers’ lifestyles. Along with affordable home electricity service, we’re all about
meeting your tremendous need these days for power, so you don’t miss out on life’s most
important and fun moments.”
The Power on the Go plan is another example of how Reliant is more than “just” an
electricity company – Reliant takes seriously its responsibility of providing new, innovative
solutions that enable today’s mobile-driven world. To help get the word out on this exciting
offer, Reliant recently launched its “One of a Kind” campaign to showcase different plans
and services that cater to Texans from all walks of life.
“As a fourth-generation Texan, I am excited about our ‘One of a Kind’ campaign. It is a
promise that we appreciate what makes Texas great and Texans unique, and that
consumers can rely on us to provide affordable and convenient electricity and related
services that meet their specific needs,” said Killinger. “Reliant is all about being your
hometown power company that anticipates your power essentials, provides you greater
insight and control over your electricity, advises on how to be more energy efficient and
delivers you convenient power solutions at home, at work and on-the-go. We’re committed
to putting our customers first and making a difference in the communities where we live and
work.”

About Reliant, an NRG company
Reliant brings electricity, smart energy solutions and energy services to business and
residential customers across Texas. Reliant is part of NRG Energy, Inc. (NYSE: NRG), a
Fortune 200 company that is at the forefront of changing how people think about, buy and
use energy. Backed by a diverse portfolio of nearly 140 power generating facilities that can
support millions of homes and businesses nationwide, NRG’s retail businesses, including
Reliant, serve almost 3 million customers in 10 states and the District of Columbia.
Collectively, NRG’s retail brands are the largest providers of electricity in Texas. For more
information about Reliant products and services, please visit reliant.com and connect with
Reliant on Facebook at facebook.com/reliantenergy and on Twitter @reliantenergy. PUCT
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